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Appendix A: Robustness Checks

Table 1: Dropout: Classifier Performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Kremlin</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-opposition</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Kiev</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Entries are performance metrics for the test set. \( \text{Precision} = \Pr(A|\hat{A}); \) \( \text{Recall} = \Pr(\hat{A}|A) \), where \( A \) is a given category of bots, and \( \hat{A} \) is category \( A \) predicted.

Table 2: Orientation Classifier Confusion Matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>True orientation</th>
<th>Pro-Kremlin</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Pro-opposition</th>
<th>Pro-Kiev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Kremlin</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-opposition</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-Kiev</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note:* Entries are frequencies on the test set.
Figure 1: Predicted probabilities by class.

Histograms represent predicted probabilities for the most probable class for every observation. As one can see, the MLP model makes high-confident predictions for most observations.
Figure 2: Top 32 urls that appeared in the highest number of (different) bot accounts by each group of predicted bots (predicted probability ≥ 0.7). Pro-Kremlin websites in red; pro-opposition in green; pro-Kiev in blue; content-sharing platforms, news aggregators, and politically neutral websites are not color-coded (black). Gazeta.ru, which switched from being pro-opposition to pro-regime, and Lenta.ru, which switched from being neutral to pro-regime, are coded in orange. See endnote 10 for details and caveats of color-coding.
Figure 3: Top 32 mentions that appeared in the highest number of (different) bot accounts by each group of predicted bots (predicted probability ≥ 0.9). Pro-Kremlin accounts in red; pro-opposition in green; pro-Kiev in blue; accounts which do not clearly belong to either category are not color-coded (black). Gazeta.ru, which switched from being pro-opposition to pro-regime, and Lenta.ru, which switched from being neutral to pro-regime, are coded in orange. See endnote 10 for details and caveats of color-coding.
Appendix B: Keywords and Hashtags Used for Collecting Twitter Data

This list uses transliteration. A Cyrillic equivalent was uses when “Cyril.” is given in parentheses.

- medvedev (Cyril.)
- dukhovniyeskrepy (Cyril.)
- putinvor (Cyril.)
- putinakh (Cyril.)
- pzhiv (Cyril.)
- Strategiya31 (Cyril.)
- triumfahnaya (Cyril.)
- bolotnaya (Cyril.)
- oppozicia (Cyril.)
- gorozhaneprotiv (Cyril.)
- surkovskayapropaganda (Cyril.)
- navalniy (Cyril.)
- zanavalnogo (Cyril.)
- komandanavalnogo (Cyril.)
- suvkirove (Cyril.)
- PussyRiot
- PussyRiot (Cyril.)
• tolokonnikova (Cyril.)
• narodniyskhod (Cyril.)
• sdnempobedi (Cyril.)
• #sochi2014
• #sochi
• #putinsgames
• #sochi (Cyril.)
• #vitishko (Cyril.)
• #schitaemv reste (Cyril.)
• #sochifail
• #sochi2014problems
• golodovka (Cyril.)
• MinutaNeMolchaniya (Cyril.)
• zhalkiy (Cyril.)
• puti (Cyril.)
• spasiboputinuzaeto (Cyril.)
• priamayaliniya (Cyril.)
• partiyazhulikovivorov (Cyril.)
• edro (Cyril.)
• 6maya (Cyril.)
• sobyaninnashmer (Cyril.)
• marshmillionov (Cyril.)
• zachestniyevibory (Cyril.)
• bolotnovedelo (Cyril.)
• 6may
• svobodupolitzaklyuchennym (Cyril.)
• svoboduuznikam6maya (Cyril.)
• rosuznik (Cyril.)
• odinzavsekh (Cyril.)
• vsezaodnogo (Cyril.)
• rasserzhennye (Cyril.)
• chestniyevybory (Cyril.)
• udaltsov (Cyril.)
• vysurkovskayapropaganda (Cyril.)
• 37godvernulsya (Cyril.)
• DMP (Cyril.)
• privet37god (Cyril.)
• krovaviyrezhim (Cyril.)
• kirovles (Cyril.)
• tolokno (Cyril.)
• biryulevo (Cyril.)
• khvatitkorm itkavkaz (Cyril.)
• khvatitvinitkavkaz (Cyril.)
• russkiy_marsh (Cyril.)
• Sochi2014 (Cyril.)
• #olimpiada (Cyril.)
• #olimpiyskayazachistka (Cyril.)
• #sochiproblems
• Odessa (Cyril.)
• #Nemtsov
• #Nemtsov (Cyril.)
• nemtsov (Cyril.)
• savchenko (Cyril.)
• #FreeSavchenko
• #Putinkiller
• maidan (Cyril.)
• maidaner (Cyril.)
• maidanutiy (Cyril.)
• #PutinUmer (Cyril.)
• #MinutaNeMolchaniya (Cyril.)
• Su24
• Su-24 (Cyril.)
• Su24 (Cyril.)
• #samolet (Cyril.)
• #RussianJet
• #ExpelTurkeyFromNATO
• #Russianplane
• #Erdogan
• #Latakia
Appendix C: SMaPP Lab (NYU) Russian Twitter Project Coding Instructions

Section 1. Introduction

Dear project participants!

The goal of our research project is to study the character (patterns, connections, sequences, etc.) of the activity of bots (automated programs that, to a varying degree, imitate real people) in the political segment of the Russian Twitter. To this end, we have collected data on a large number (over 1.3 million) of Twitter accounts that have tweeted about Russian politics in the last couple of years. However, we have no foreknowledge about which of these accounts belong to human beings and which are bots. Obviously, classifying these accounts by hand isn’t just impossible (it would require an unthinkable number of man-hours of work), but also it’s not in line with the methodology of modern social sciences. Computer science and statistics are now used to solve tasks like that. We also have developed an algorithm that classifies accounts as either real human beings or automated bots, based on data drawn from a small sample of accounts that have already been classified. These already classified accounts are called the *training set*.

Your job in this project is to help create the training set. This task could be split into two sub-tasks:

- **classifying accounts on Twitter** so that a computer could correctly classify a much larger number of accounts using your decision – which category an account belongs to – as a template
- **identifying accounts’ political orientation**

The main goal of our classification is to separate *real human beings* writing on Twitter from *bots*, i.e. programs that automatically post information lifted from elsewhere or composed by the program itself (the latter is quite rare, though). In some cases, differentiating real people from bots is fairly easy. For example, compare the account of someone you know with an account full of odd spam. But in other cases, it could be hard.

To make the process of classification *reliable* (meaning that two people working independently and not communicating to each other would classify the account the exact same way), we need a schema

---

1 Methodological note: To understand what “training” means, think of fitting a linear regression. When we fit a linear regression, our goal is to predict, in an optimal way, the value of the dependent variable (y), based on one or many explanatory variables (x’s). To solve this problem, you need values of both x’s and y. The algorithm (for example, the least squares approach) uses the values of y from the training set to train itself in predicting y based on the values of x’s that correspond to y in the training set. Classification is a similar task: to learn (to train) how to predict the category the object belongs to based on a number of its characteristics. There are tasks that don’t require a training set. For instance, the cluster analysis simply identifies groups (clusters) of similar objects based on their characteristics. The results of cluster analysis could be quite different from what you expected. It could help, though, for exploratory purposes.
that makes it easy to figure out the category an account fits the best. At the same time, we need to keep the number of categories relatively small, otherwise the process of classification would be difficult and, more importantly, the analysis would be uninformative. We developed a \textit{typology of accounts} (aka the classification scheme), which strikes a balance between accuracy and functionality.

Based on this typology of accounts (we describe it in detail below) you will classify an account snapshot we created based on the tweets from this account in our collection. Why will you use static snapshots instead of actual live Twitter accounts? The computer algorithm that we will train (using the training set you are going to create) will work with tweets from our collection and their metadata, not live Twitter accounts. To be confident that both you and the algorithm will be working with the same data, we created snapshots using the same tweets and metadata.

\textbf{Section 2. How to use this instruction}

Although it’s always a good idea to read this whole document again, it can also be used as a guide where you can find answers to specific questions that you might encounter.

\textbf{Section 3} contains the \textit{typology of Twitter accounts} in a condensed form. It gives you an understanding of the logic we applied to classifying accounts. In some simple cases (like spam), this will be enough to classify accounts correctly.

In most cases though, you will need to refer to \textbf{Section 4} that contains a \textit{detailed description of each classification category}. It’s conveniently divided into subsections, so if, for instance, you’re convinced that an account is not a bot but you are not sure whether it’s a community or a transmitter, you only need to consult subsection 4.6, “Humans”. In the beginning of Section 4, we present an algorithm that can help you identify the category an account belongs to even in the most complicated cases. In addition, you can find a picture example for each category in our typology in a separate file called \texttt{Library.pdf}, and compare how much an account looks like the examples we provide.

Our classification of political orientation is found in \textbf{Section 5}.

\textbf{Section 6} “The recommended coding procedure” describes how to organize your work in the most efficient way, not to make mistakes when filling the tables, and correctly save and send out the file.

Finally, \textbf{Section 7} contains important instructions on what is allowed and what is not during the coding process, as well as the FAQ. \textbf{Make sure you read this section before you get started!}
Section 3. General typology of accounts on Twitter

(The numbers after the dash correspond to the code that we assign to each category of accounts. It is this code (number) that should be entered into the Excel files.)

- **Official institutional accounts** – 1
- **Bots**
  - Single-content:
    - Retweets – 2
    - Pictures – 3
    - Videos – 4
    - Text:
      - News headlines
        - Text with links – 5
        - Text without links – 6
      - Other text – 7
  - Diverse content – 8
- **Cyborgs** – 9
- **Humans**
  - Transmitters – 10
  - Personal accounts – 11
  - Communities – 12
- **Spam** – 13
  - Deleted – 0
  - Suspended – 99
  - Protected – 999
  - Never twitted – 9999

Section 4. Classification categories

Below, we present detailed descriptions for each classification category. In the description, we use the same reference codes as in the general typology found in Section 3. You will need to enter these digital codes into the Excel files (for details, see Section 6).

See picture example for each category in “Library.pdf”.

4.1 **Unavailable accounts (CODES 0, 99, 999, 9999)**

The description of this category is retained for the purposes of completeness of the instructions as well as for historical reasons. As you will be working with static snapshots you will not encounter accounts of this category!
So, the first thing you will need to code is whether you have access to the account, and, most importantly, if not — then why.

An account could be suspended. In this case, you will get: https://twitter.com/account/suspended in the address bar of the browser where you enter the account address. The code for these accounts is 99.

Another option is a deleted account (if you try to visit its webpage page, the account address will remain in the address bar, but the page will say “Sorry, that page does not exist!”). The code for these accounts is 0.

The third option is that an account is protected from viewing, that is, only its followers can view it. This is indicated as follows: “@ Dunyasha_A11's Tweets are protected”. The code for these accounts is 999.

Finally, the fourth option is an account that hasn't tweeted yet (Twitter tells you this much: “@absametov has not tweeted yet”). The code for these accounts is 9999.

4.2 Official accounts (CODE 1) and spam (CODE 13)

After opening an account, you should first evaluate whether there is any meaningful content at all. If all you see are links to online gadget and game stores (sometimes with hashtags or pictures) or gibberish, then you found a spam account that you should label with code 13 (look at an example in the Library.pdf). Sometimes, accounts switch to spam after posting more meaningful content. It is worth, therefore, to scroll through all available tweets from the account.

If there is meaningful content, check to see if it’s an official account. We consider any account held by an organization to be official, be it a state organization, a private firm, or a political party. Many accounts of this type (but not all) have a blue checkmark. The code for these accounts is 1.

In order for the account to be considered official, it must satisfy two key criteria. First, it must represent an organization and not a person. Second, it must be maintained by the organization itself (i.e. by one of its employees), and not by someone else. Your task is to indirectly assess the account's compliance with these two criteria. For example, a link to the organization's website can serve as evidence on the second criterion, but it is not necessary for this criterion to be met.

The most frequent type of official accounts that you will encounter are media accounts (for instance, the accounts of newspaper Kommersant). At the same time, the accounts of Kommersant journalists should be classified as personal accounts (codes 10 or 11). Numerous bots that simply post Kommersant headlines but are not connected with it in any way should be classified as bots (codes 2 – 8).
A few additional examples. Accounts of famous people, for example, Alexei Venediktov, or even Dmitry Medvedev, should be classified as personal accounts and not as official ones. At the same time the Kremlin’s Twitter, for example, should be classified as an official account, because Vladimir Putin does not write these tweets, and it only contains news headlines from Kremlin.ru. Similarly, accounts of Echo of Moscow and the Russian Government would belong to official accounts.

4.3 Single-content bots (CODES 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)

If an account belongs to neither spam nor official categories, you should first look at the type of content that it posts: are all tweets similar to each other? If all the tweets are so homogenous and similar that there is no doubt that they were written by a robot (for example, only news headlines like “Putin to visit China” are posted, or all tweets contain pictures with captions, or every tweet is a link to Youtube video without any comment), and not by a human being, the account belongs to one of the following categories:

- Only retweets – code 2
- Only pictures – code 3
- Only video – code 4
- Text:
  - If it is news headlines or something similar
    - and it contains a link to the news story – code 5
    - and it does not contain a link to the news story – code 6
  - If this is any other text, from jokes to quotes from Brodsky, with or without links – code 7

Within this category, the main pitfalls for correct classification are as follows.

First. While the attribution of an account to categories 3 and 4 (“pictures only” and “video only” bots) seems obvious at the first glance, “retweets only” can be tricky because the retweets can contain text, links, pictures, or videos, in various combinations. The distinctive feature here is that the owner of the account has not written any tweets of her own (nor any replies to other users). To confirm this, it is worth scrolling several screens down to see whether there are any tweets with this user's profile picture, and not someone else's. If you do find such tweets, look below to discern which category (8, 9 or 10) this account belongs to.
Second. Continuing on “retweets only”: what if it’s a human being rather than a bot who is retweeting? Generally, this problem can apply to any type of bots, for example “pictures only” and “video only” bots. But in those cases, it is usually easy to see that the account has no signs of a human present, but simply is an RSS feed put on Twitter. In the case of retweets, it could be more complicated. After all, there are people who do not write their own tweets, and retweet strangers. In this case, it is worth paying attention to other characteristics of the account. Does the (nick)name appear to belong to a human being? Does the profile picture look like a real photo or a picture chosen by a human being? Is there a link to a profile on VKontakte, Facebook, etc.? Does the account have many followers and do they look like human beings? How much and how often does the account retweet? The attached “Library.pdf” will be especially helpful here.

Third. Which text is considered news? Headlines like “Shoygu briefed Putin on the readiness of the Northern Military District” are easy. It’s harder with things like “Vladimir hosted of Moscow honoring City Day”: some bots post news headlines with missing words. You will therefore need to discern that something is a news headline or a quote, even if it is distorted.

Fourth. Bots with news headlines that post links to news stories can, for example, post links to Kommersant’s official website, but they can also post links to an unknown website with lots of ads and articles that were re-published from Kommersant. In this case, it does not matter: both fall in the category of news headlines with links. It's important not to confuse an unauthorized bot that posts links to an official website and an official authorized Twitter account (for example, Kommersant’s account).

4.4 Bots with heterogeneous content (CODE 8)

If the content of tweets and user information clearly indicate that the account does not belong to a human being, but the tweets vary in terms of the content they post, then the account most likely falls in category 8, “bots with diverse content”. Usually, they consist of a combination of news headlines, retweets, and pictures.

What could these accounts be confused with most easily? With cyborgs. Bots with diverse content post a variety of different things, and among the stream of automatically generated tweets (see below on cyborgs) you might miss some original text clearly written and posted by a human being. If you doubt the originality of the text – even something mundane, like musing about the weather – you can google it: an original text will not be found anywhere except for the account you are looking at. If an original text exists (but is surrounded by a stream of tweets clearly generated by a bot), you are dealing with a cyborg. If there is no original text at all, it is a bot with diverse content.
4.5 Cyborgs (CODE 9)

Cyborgs are accounts where content that is typical for bots (either single-content or diverse) is occasionally interspersed with original text purposefully written by human beings (for example, meaningful answers to other users).

It is important not to confuse cyborgs with the so-called trolls. The latter are human beings who write tweets to provoke others, for money, or fun, or out of conviction, whereas the former are primarily bots, with only a small part of their tweets containing real human interaction or writing. The code for cyborgs is 9.

4.6 Human beings (CODES 10, 11, 12)

Finally, if you do not see any signs that it is a bot, perhaps it is really a human being? A human being on Twitter would usually have an informative profile which says something about herself, a moderate amount of meaningful and varied tweets, and other signs that you will surely recognize without additional explanation. Most of real human beings on Twitter belong to category 11 (personal account) in our typology. Two categories are exceptions.

First, there are accounts that only feature links to the content posted on other social media platforms (for example, check-ins on Foursquare, or pictures on Instagram). These are transmitters, their code is 10.

Second, although it is not as common on Twitter as it is on other social media platforms, there are community-like pages. Often, they feature tweets about some city or a city district. They usually mix original tweets with news headlines about the city from the press. If an account looks like a news and information board about a city maintained by one or more moderators, this is a community, code 12.

Section 5. Political orientation

We are interested in the political orientation of all accounts. To encode the political orientation, we use Latin letters:

1. Pro-Kremlin: K
2. Pro-opposition (Russian domestic opposition): O

3. Pro-Kiev: U

4. Neutral / Non-political / Uncertain (tweets represent several different orientations): N

Spam is automatically classified as N

**What NOT to do:** read every last tweet in the snapshot to determine if the author supports Putin based on cat memes and other irrelevant content.

**What to do:** if an account is 1) primarily about politics and 2) takes very strong, consistent and explicit position on political matters, then your task is to define and label this position. If the position is not strong, is hard to pinpoint, or the account is non-political altogether, it falls in the neutral category (N).

If you are convinced that an account has a strong and consistent political orientation, be careful to choose the right classification for it.

For example, accounts that criticize the Kremlin might be doing this primarily in connection to its activities in Ukraine, and then they belong to the pro-Kiev category U (this includes Ukrainian patriots of all stripes). Accounts that support or cover events from the point of view of the Donetsk and/or Lugansk People's Republics do NOT belong to the pro-Kiev category, since they represent separatists fighting against the central government in Kiev.

Other accounts also criticize the current Russian leadership, but focus on Russian domestic politics (for example, corruption in the government or repressions against the opposition). They fall in the category of pro-opposition accounts (O). This also includes supporters of various Russian opposition politicians from Navalny to Khodorkovsky, and so on.

All accounts that support Putin, Medvedev, United Russia, or that are against the opposition and support the Donetsk People's Republic, the Lugansk People's Republic, the National Guard, “the faith, the tsar, and the fatherland” belong to the pro-Kremlin (K) category.

Politically colored accounts that do not fall under any of these types (for example, the accounts of the Belarusian opposition), should be classified as neutral (N).

**Section 6. Recommended coding procedure**

1. Create a folder called “Twitter_project” on your computer. If this folder already exists, proceed to the next step.
2. Download the Excel file that we emailed you with words “coding_form” in its name (at different stages of the project, a stage identifier will be added to it). Save this file into the “Twitter_project” folder. Download and unzip the static snapshots (html pages that artificially recreate accounts using data in our collection).

3. Open the Excel file. It contains a tab with 3 columns: Account, Code, Orientation. The Account column stores account IDs for the accounts you’ll need to classify. The remaining columns are empty, and you will enter the codes you assign there:
   - Code: you enter the numerical code indicating the account type here;
   - Orientation: you enter the Latin code indicating the political orientation of the account here.

4. Print or open on your computer two classification charts (see attached) and keep them around, as they will help you figure out accounts’ category and orientation more quickly.

5. Open the snapshot corresponding to the first account ID in your Excel file.

6. After determining the type of account and its political orientation, enter the required codes in the Excel file.

7. Save the Excel file.

8. Navigate to the next account.

9. After you are done coding all the accounts, save the Excel file again and send it to two addresses: denis.stukal@nyu.edu and sanovich@nyu.edu, indicating in the body of your email how much time you spent coding this portion of accounts in hours.

Section 7. Important rules and FAQ

1. If you see unreadable gibberish when you open html files with snapshots, this might be due to conflicting encoding settings in our browsers. You need to change the encoding to Unicode (UTF-8).
   How to do it?
   - Chrome: https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95290?hl=ru
   - Safari: https://support.apple.com/kb/PH21424?locale=ru_RU&viewlocale=ru_RU

2. Some tweets do not look like tweets. Instead, you just see a plain text. This means that these tweets or the entire account have been deleted. You should not ignore them under any circumstances! Here are two examples of how to spot and code them.
In the first example, it is easy to spot two tweets with news headlines between tweets containing only hashtags: one with a link (underlined in red), the other without. (This account thus belongs to bots with diverse content).

In the second example, a bot is retweeting both accounts that are still available and those that are already deleted. In this case, both deleted and available tweets point to the same category of a bot with retweets, although they look different.
3. Before sending out your Excel file, please make sure that all the cells are filled. Additionally, please make sure that you had not accidentally put a non-existent code in the political orientation (for example, by hitting the adjacent P instead of O on the keyboard).

4. If you are encountering an account you already coded, please code it again and do it **independently of the previous attempts**. You can encounter the same account twice for two main reasons. First, to check whether the coding is consistent. Second, to recode those accounts that caused the most disagreement between coders at the previous stage of the coding.

5. **We urge all participants to work independently and not discuss their coding with other participants.**

   Methods for measuring intercoder reliability rely on the assumption that coding decisions are

---

1 In social science, we distinguish between three types of reliability: the weakest one (aka consistency) demands the same results when the object is coded multiple times by the same coder; the medium one (intercoder reliability) requires the results to be identical for different coders coding the same object; and the strongest one (precision) requires the coding results to concur with a exogenously determined gold standard.
made independently. If coders discuss their work with each other, this assumption is violated and we get biased intercoder reliability estimates.

6. **While working on the project, do not communicate in any way on Twitter with either people or cyborgs or bots that you were assigned to code.** Any study involving interaction with people requires the approval of the ethics committee (called IRB'). We did not request such approval as we do not expect or need to interact with the owners of the accounts we study. Therefore, any communication with them will put us in violation of research ethics rules.

7. **Do not change in any way letter and number codes you use.** For example, Latin (!) letters N, U, O, K are used to code political orientation. Please do not replace them with Russian letters. This severely complicates the processing your results.

8. **Do not put more than one code in each cell.** If you have doubts about the code you assign, please indicate that in your email to us.

---

Does the content of the account have a distinct political leaning?
Pay attention to:
- the ratio of political to non-political tweets (there should be more political ones)
- the nature of the political tweets (calls to action, accusations, denunciation, etc., not dry news reports)

Yes

Does the account broadcast one particular point of view?
This could show itself by:
- posting only positive messages about a certain political leader, party, or country
- regular attacks against a certain political leader, party, or country
- if the account contains primarily retweets, these would be retweets of supporters of one particular point of view, members of one political party, etc.

Yes

Is the point of view that the account broadcasts expressly supportive of the current Russian leadership and its policies?
For example:
- supporting Putin, Medvedev, United Russia
- support for the DNR, the LNR, Novorossiya, the annexation of Crimea
- denunciations of the United States, Ukraine, other countries
- accusations against the opposition, liberals, “foreign agents”, etc.

No

Is the account devoted primarily to supporting Ukraine in its conflict with Russia?
- Ukrainian patriotic accounts
- (Euro)Maidan supporters accounts
- accounts dedicated to the criticism of Russian actions in Ukraine, including Crimea

No

Does the account broadcast criticism of the Russian government by the Russian (domestic) opposition?
- information on corruption, human rights violations, restrictions of political and civil liberties, problems with the economy
- accounts of the Russian opposition (from socialists to liberals; including those in exile)
- accounts of journalists and bloggers who are sharply critical of the Russian leadership
- criticism of the foreign policy may include the actions in Ukraine, but isn’t solely focused on them

No

Neutral

N

No, the account presents points of view of different political camps

For example, Russian leadership is criticized by the Belarus opposition for supporting Belarusian President Lukashenko

No, the criticism of the current Russian leadership is based on a different rational

Yes

Appendix E: Twitter Accounts Political Orientation Classification Algorithm
Appendix F:
Library

August 7, 2016
Account suspended

This account has been suspended. Learn more about why Twitter suspends accounts, or return to your timeline.
@Dunyasha_A11's Tweets are protected.

Only confirmed followers have access to @Dunyasha_A11's Tweets and complete profile. Click the "Follow" button to send a follow request.
9999. Never twitted
1. Official accounts

- Belong to known institutions: party, media outlet, etc. (Regional Vesti in Sochi)
1.1 Official accounts

- Link to a professionally-maintained community, not your average Livejournal community
- Note also a clear pro-Kremlin orientation
2. Bots: RTs

Retweets of any content: text, pictures, videos, replies. Most consistently politically charged bots are RTs.
3. Bots: pictures

Labor-intensive bots: require uploading pictures directly to twitter
4. Bots: videos

Usually, embed videos from Youtube
5. Bots: news headlines with links

These links go directly to RIA; others go to news agregators
6. Bots: news headlines without links

Pure text news
7. Bots: other text

News interspersed with unrelated content, such as famous aphorisms
8. Bots: diverse content

Mix of different content type: RTs, videos, text, etc.
8.1 Example: Bot with diverse content, not a human

Livejournal link goes to generic news account, nothing personal. Twitter content – Moscow region governor Vorobyev promotion (=pro-Kremlin), nothing personal.
9. Cyborgs

Usually: same as bots, but post replies clearly written by humans.
10. Humans: *translations*

Links to author’s posts elsewhere, e.g. on Facebook
11. Humans: personal accounts

“Regular” twitter account

Angelina Zhuckova

Joined July 2011

48 Photos and videos
11.1 Example: Human, not cyborg

Tweets look like cyborg, but link in the profile goes to a real Facebook account
12. Humans: communities
Curated collections of content on a subject: city, politician, etc.
13. Spam

Mostly links to ads or stores
13.1 Example: Bot, not spam

Political hashtags

13.1 Example: Bot, not spam

Political hashtags

13.1 Example: Bot, not spam

Political hashtags
13.2 Example: Spam, not bot

Hashtags are not necessarily political, or not political at all
Political orientation
Pro-Ukrainian

Critical of Putin, but not pro-opposition: all tweets related to Ukraine
O: Pro-opposition

Some critique of Putin and Kremlin is related to Ukraine, but plenty of other topics present.
K: Pro-Kremlin

Either praise of Putin or mocking of his opponents

Светлана
@kalina_30

Вам сообщили не подходящее. Читаю толсто интерес.)

Дата регистрации: 08 May 2015

Дмитрий Смирнов
@dimsmirnov175

Каримов Путину: может, у вас и нет всех званий вроде чрезвычайного посла, но Путин может дать форум любому дипломату
9:37 AM - 10 Jul 2015

Путин перечислил с чем будет бороться БРИКС: терроризм, экстремизм, возрождение нацизма, наркотики, пиратство
News mention Putin, but no explicit message about his virtues